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Reading Notes for Castro Chapter 7
Links

Introduction
Really, links are the whole point of the Web. They are based upon the concept of
hypertext, which allows for non-linear reading on computers. The blue underline has
become ubiquitous in our online experience, and this chapter contains all the methods
and terms you will need to create links.

Terms to know
Link
Anchor
Target
Image Map
Review

URL
Absolute
Relative

Reading Notes
Page 117: This introduction gives us Castro's method for referring to the three parts of
links. It's useful to be clear on this, as her references are useful. Be sure you can map
her concept of destination, label, and target to standard URL's. As she states, the target
is usually absent.
Pages 118 - 119: In a link, the destination is the value of the href (hypertext reference).
This value is the absolute or relative URL of the item you are linking to. So if you want to
link to the ODU home page, your destination is http://www.odu.edu/. In link, you would
write <a href="http://www.odu.edu/">Link to ODU</a>. Am I using a relative or
absolute URL?

So of the sub-points are important. First, Castro again emphasizes the use of lower
case, stating that it avoids problems. This is a maddening source of frustration, as UNIX
web servers (like our class server) are case sensitive; Fred and fred are seen as two
different words. Yet your Mac or PC are not case sensitive, which means links will work
on your computer but not on the server.

Example: You have a page called MyFile.html. You write a link to that page as <a
href="myfile.html">my file</a>. When you test it on your home computer, it will work.
When you upload to the server, it will not work.

Make links short and, above all, do not use click here. I'll return that to you.
Note how default file names make linking easier.

Pages 120 - 121: Anchors are hard to understand at first. Basically, there are two parts
to them, the anchor and the link. The idea is to define a specific place on a Web page
(the name) and then to link to it. 

The easiest example to see is a clickable Tasks list like I use on the agenda
pages. I've placed a an anchor at each section heading in this somewhat long page,
such as Take quiz in Blackboard on the Feb 2 agenda. This anchor is written <a
name="quiz"></a> .* Then in the Tasks area I link to it by typing <a href="#quiz">Take
quiz in Blackboard</a>. The # means to stay on the same page. 

The Return to Top links are all written <a href="#top">return to top</a>. Can you
find where the anchor is in the code of my page?

*note that I don't include any text in most of my anchors. This is an old habit that
comes from the early days of HTML).
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Pages 122 - 123: The third, less used part of links are targets. You most often use them
in more advanced Web situations such as using frames and referring to specific open
windows. But one thing you might want to use now is the _blank target.

I'm sure you've noticed that many of my links in Blackboard open the pages in new
windows. This is accomplished through the use of the following: <a href="http://
www.odu.edu" target="_blank">ODU site</a>. I like to use these when linking to an
outside site, or when the page I'm linking to in Blackboard is too big to fit in its frame.

There is a bit of controversy about using target to open new windows. Some argue
that this is confusing to the user as the new window often covers the old one. They
argue that the user can choose to open a new window by right-clicking on the link
(control click on Mac), so the author shouldn't force this. I disagree, but you should at
least know about this.
Pages 124 - 125: You can link to any kind of file that is on the web. This is useful if you
want to give the reader a file or something. If you're reading this, you clicked on a link
that read <a href="castro07rn.pdf">reading notes</a>, which either downloaded this
Acrobat file or opened it in a helper application (or plugin).
Pages 126 - 127: You can safely ignore these pages. Web users rarely expect to use
keyboard shortcuts or tabs to access links. Also, keyboard shortcuts don't work on
Explorer for Windows. These are nice ideas, but not really important.
Page 128: It's important to know that you can link with images as well as text. In order to
to this you use the image as the label. On my agenda pages I mix graphics and text as a
link in this way: <a href="#top"><img src="../../../graphics/arrowu.gif" />return to top</
a>.
Pages 129-131: One graphic can be divided into clickable regions and used as a menu
or region. These are called image maps, and will be covered later in this class. Castro's
method for creating them is quite involved; you should know there are programs that
make creation much easier, including Fireworks MX if you have Dreamweaver suite.
Skim over this page for now. 
Page 132: Ignore this page. I have not seen server-side maps used for 10 years.


